p≡p Security
Peer-to-peer software solutions for Zero Trust
Architecture (ZTA) implementations
p≡p Email - the most secure Email solution in
the industry
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p≡p – our message
Todays’s perimeter-based cybersecurity is easily hacked by
sophisticated attackers.
Zero Trust Architecture (ZTA) is the new paradigm for cybersecurity.
The US government will implement ZTA across all civil and military IT
infrastructure as per the Executive Order of President Biden.
p≡p is ZTA by design and adds an additional security layer to any
network and communication architecture.
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p≡p provides full end to end email security

Only p≡p can extend true end-to-end security from the desktop to “unmanaged”
mobile devices – offering full coverage of today’s email ecosystem.
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p≡p allows for full oversight of all emails for filtering and inspection
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All messages are end-to-end encrypted with peer-to-peer key management
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p≡p installation in 2 minutes
1. Install (plug & play) pEp email on your desktop and/or mobile device
2. Open your email account
3. Start sending people (encrypted) email
•

If counterpart has pEp all email will be encrypted after the first
email, where the public keys are exchanged

•

If counterpart has no pEp, email will be sent unencrypted

•

Note: Add an additional level of security through the exchange of
trustwords between users in pep. All email will be labeled as either
trusted, secure, insecure or not encrypted to easily distinguish
security levels.
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p≡p has an unparalleled combination of security benefits
Benefits at a glance:
1. Complete email ecosystem protection from desktop to smartphones using desktop client
plugins and mobile apps for both iOS and Android.
2. True end-to-end email security through asymmetric encryption
3. Automatic key-, identity- and trust management eliminating the need for a centrally managed
PKI and admin and eliminating key attack vector.
4. Zero Trust Architecture enabling a peer-to-peer, on-demand, easy-to-enhance, trusted
security community.
5. Ensuring encrypted transport and storage of email
6. Documented front door (read key) to allow for compliance with regulatory content inspection
7. Ease of use through plug & play, set & forget implementation
8. (Encrypted) spam reduction because public keys are not centrally stored on key server
9. Email security classification: trusted & secure, secure and unsecure
10.Ensures GDPR compliance
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p≡p protects against major attack vectors

Eavesdropping (Man-in-the-Middle)
(MITM attacks resulting in
spying/data theft)

PGP/S/MIME decryption (EFAIL)
(EFAIL attacks resulting in
spying/data theft)

Identity spoofing (Mailsploit)
(Phishing/spear-phishing/social
engineering attacks delivering
malware/ransomware and data theft)

Data Theft
(Mailbox attacks /MITM resulting
in spying/data theft)
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p≡p protects against Eavesdropping

Eavesdropping: Attackers who
intercept messages cannot read pEp
encrypted content. In contrary to PGP
or S/MIME, pEp also encrypts the
header and the subject lines.
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p≡p protects against Data Theft

Data Theft: Attackers that
monitor the network or gain
access to a user’s mailbox
cannot read the messages
and don’t gain access to
data that is sent via email
content, including header.
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p≡p protects against Mailsploits
Mailsploit: Attackers spoof email identities to
impersonate trusted communication partners.
Mailsploit takes advantage of the standard RFC1342. It uses it to encode non-ASCII characters and
manipulate the “From” e-mail header. Hence, a
carefully crafted string can be used in the “From”
e-mail header, leading to identity spoofing and in
some cases to code injection. What makes the
attack possible, is the fact that e-mail clients and
web interfaces do not properly sanitize the string
in the “From” header after they decode it. This is a
severe omission: in web interfaces and application
APIs, non-validated (user) entries are the main
cause of code injection. pEp prevents this type of
exploit.
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p≡p protects against EFAIL
EFAIL: EFAIL, is a security hole in email
systems with which content can be
transmitted in encrypted form. This gap
allows attackers to access the decrypted
content of an email, if it contains active
content like HTML or JavaScript, or if
loading of external content has been
enabled in the client. Attackers who use the
EFAIL exploit to gain access to content of
encrypted emails are effectively prevented
as p≡p prevents the use of message
fragments to compose HTML messages,
which is at the core of this exploit.
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p≡p is the technology leader for secure email solutions

Conclusion
With p≡p, any group of users can become a trusted
closed user group by adding p≡p’s plugins or apps and
building trusted peer-to-peer relationships. The solution
is the most advanced email security solution in the
market covering the whole spectrum of desktop and
mobile use cases.
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Secure your email against cyberattacks NOW!

Ask us for a test installation:
customer@pep.security
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Connect with us
to implement
the world’s first
Secure Email Solution.
Christof Wahl
cw@p≡p.security
+49 170 635 7538
Visit: p≡p.security

